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Abstract 
In this paper we give a necessary and sufficient condition for the generalized Cartesian product 
to be strongly perfect. The special case of the result is the known theorem concerning the 
Cartesian product of two graphs. 
I .  In t roduct ion  
We use standard terminology in graph theory. In this paper we consider finite, undi- 
rected, connected graphs without loops and multiple edges. The vertex set of a graph G 
is denoted by V(G) and the edge set by E(G). By a path connecting vertices xl and xn 
in G we mean a sequence of vertices Xl . . . . .  xn (pairwise distinct with a unique possible 
exception ofxa and x,) from V(G) and edges [xi,xi+l] EE(G)  fo r /=  1 . . . . .  n -1  and 
we denote it by P(xl ,x,) .  By ~(Xl,Xn) we mean the set of all shortest paths joining 
xj and x, in G. The shortest paths whose vertices are known we will denote as se- 
quences of vertices. A cycle is a path with xl - -x , .  By C, we mean a connected 
2-regular graph on n vertices. If P(x ,y)  is the sum (the difference) of  paths P(x,z)  
and P(z,y) ,  then we will write P(x ,y)  = P(x,z)  4- P(z,y) .  The parity of a path is 
meant as the parity of its length. A subset S C V(G) is called a stable set of  G if the 
induced subgraph on the vertex set S has no edge. A stable set S of G is called strong 
if it meets all maximal (with respect o the set inclusion) cliques of G. If G and all 
its induced subgraphs have stable strong sets, then we say that G is strongly perfect. 
The concept of strongly perfect graphs was introduced by Berge and Duchet in [1]. 
They proved 
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Proposition 1 (Berge and Duchet [1]). Every bipartite 9raph is stronoly perfect. 
Proposition 2 (Berge and Duchet [1]). I f  G is stronoly perfect, then G does not have 
C2k+l, for each k >>.2 and C6 as induced subgraphs. 
From the definition of strong perfectness of a graph we have 
Proposition 3. I f  G is strongly perfect, then all induced suboraphs of G are strongly 
perfect. 
In [2] it was introduced the generalized Cartesian product. We recall its definition. 
Let GI . . . . .  Gn, n>>.2 be graphs of the same order m~>2 with vertex set V(Gi) = V = 
{Yl,...,Ym}, for i = 1 . . . . .  n and let H be a graph such that V(H) = {Xl . . . . .  xn}. The 
generalized Cartesian product of the graph H and the sequence (G1 . . . . .  G~) is a graph 
H × (G1 . . . . .  Gn) with the vertex set V(H) × V and with the edge set 
{ [(xj, yp),(xk, yq)]; p = q and [Xj,Xk ] E E( H ) or j = k and [yp, yq] E E(Gk)}. 
Evidently, if G1 . . . . .  G, = G, then the resulting graph is the Cartesian product 
G × H of two graphs G and H. In [3] the following proposition was proved: 
Proposition 4 (Mandrescu [3]). Let G and H be connected graphs. Then G x H is 
strongly perfect if and only if both G and H are bipartite. 
In other words strong perfectness of the Cartesian product G x H is equivalent to 
the fact that G × H is bipartite. It is natural to wonder whether the assumption that 
H x (G1 .... .  Gn) is bipartite guarantees strong perfectness of H x (G1 . . . . .  Gn). At the 
beginning we prove some lemmas which will be useful further. 
Put G =/(2 x (G1,G2), where V(Gi) = V = {Yl ..... Ym} for i = 1,2 and V(K2) = 
{xl,x2} as in the hint. We say that (xl,yp),(x2,yq) E V(G) are vertices of the same 
floor or for short (xl, yp), (x2, yq) are VSF if p = q. Recall that the distance between 
two vertices in a graph is the length of the shortest path connecting them. 
Lemma 1. I f  there are two paths P((xl,yp),(xl,yq)) E ~((xl,Yp),(xl ,Yq)) and 
P((x2, Yp),(x2, Yq)) E ~((x2, Yp),(x2, Yq)) of different parity in G, then there exists 
a cycle C2k+l, k~>2 in G. 
Proof. I f  there are no VSF which are internal vertices of P((xl,yp),(xl,yq)) and 
P((x2, yp),(x2,Yq)), then there exists a chordless cycle C = P((xbyp),(Xbyq))+ 
P((xl, yq ), (x2, yq )) + P((x2, yq ), (x2, yp )) + P((x2, yp ), (xl, yp)) of odd length >~ 5. As- 
sume that (xl,ys) and (x2,ys) are internal vertices of paths P((Xl,yp),(xl,yq)) and 
P((x2, yp), (x2, yq)), respectively, such that there are no VSF which are internal vertices 
of paths P( (xl, yp ), (xl, ys ) ) E ~(  (xl, Yp ), (xl, ys ) ) and P( (x2, ye ), (x2, ys ) ) E ~(  (x2, yp ), 
(x2, ys )). I f  paths P( (x l, yp ), (x l, y~ )) and P( (x2, yp ), (x2, y~ )) are of different parity, then 
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we have a chordless cycle C = P( (X l ,Yp) , (x l ,Ys ) )+P( (x l ,ys ) , (x2 ,  y~))+P((x2, Ys), 
(x2,Yp)) + P((x2, Yp),(xl,yp)) of odd length />5, as required. If not, then paths 
P((xl, Ys), (xl,yq)) and P((x2,y~), (x2,yq)) have unequal parity and we reason as at the 
beginning. Finally, we obtain a chordless cycle of  odd length /> 5. Thus, the lemma is 
proved. [] 
Corollary. I f  G = H × ( G1 ..... G,) is strongly perfect, then every two paths P( (xj, yp ), 
(xj, yq ) ) E ~(  (xj, yp ), (xj, yq ) ) and e(  (xk, yp ), (xk, yq ) ) E ~(  (xk, yp ), (xk, yq ) ) in G are 
of the same parity for arbitrary vertices yp, yq E V and xj,xk E V(H), [xj,xk] E E(H). 
Now, put G = C3 x (G1, G2, G3) and assume that [yp, yq] E E(G1). Further, for 
simplicity we put A i = (xi, Yp), Bi = (xi, Yq) and Mi = (xi, ys), where Ys ~ Yp, Yq for 
i = 1,2,3. 
Lemma 2. I f  paths P(Ai,Mi) E ~(Ai,Mi) and P(Bj,Mj) E ~(Bj ,Mj)  for i = 2 and 
j = 3 or for i = 3 and j = 2 have different parity in G and Aj does not belon9 to 
P(Bj,Mj), then there exists C2k+1, k~>2 in G. 
Proof. Suppose that i = 3 and j = 2. If there are no VSF different from M2, M3 and 
belonging to paths P(A3, M3) and P(B2,M2), then there exists a cycle C = P(A3, M3 ) + 
P(M3,M2)+P(Ma,B2)+P(B2,B1 )+P(B1,A1 )+P(AbA3) of odd length > 5. Otherwise, 
we choose among VSF a pair of  vertices say X2 E P(B2,M2) and X3 E P(A3,M3), see 
Fig. 1 such that there are no VSF which are different from X2, X3 and belong to 
paths P(A3,X3) and P(B2,X2). Thus, we obtain the chordless cycle C = P(A3,X3) + 
P(X3,X2)+P(X2,B2)+P(B2,B1 )+P(B1,AI )+P(AI,A3) of odd length >~ 5, as required. 
For i = 2 and j = 3 we reason similarly and the lemma is proved. [] 
We say that the sequence (G1 . . . . .  G,) of  bipartite graphs G/, for i = 1 . . . . .  n with 
the same vertex sets V(Gi) = V = {Yl . . . . .  ym} has property ~ if for two every graphs 
Gj, Gk E (G1 . . . . .  Gn) and for two arbitrary vertices yp, yq E V the implication holds: 
if yp, yq belong to the same colour class in G j, then they also belong to the same 
colour class in Gk. 
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Remark. I f  the sequence (G1 . . . . .  Gn) has property ~, then the graphs G1 . . . . .  Gn have 
the same partition. 
Lemma 3. Let ]V(Gi)[ = m>.2, for  i = 1 . . . . .  n. Then H x (G1 . . . . .  Gn) is bipartite 
i f  and only i f  all graphs Gi, i = 1 . . . . .  n and H are bipartite and the sequence 
(G1 . . . . .  G,)  has property ~. 
Proof. I f  at least one of graphs G1 . . . . .  Gn, H is not bipartite, then there is an induced 
subgraph of H × ( G1 . . . . .  Gn ) which is not bipartite. Thus, H × ( GI . . . .  , Gn ) cannot be bi- 
partite. Assume that all graphs G1 . . . . .  Gn,H are bipartite and the sequence (GI . . . . .  Gn) 
does not have property ~. So, IV(Gi)l > 2 for each i, otherwise it would be Gi : K2, 
for each i and the sequence (G1 . . . . .  G,) would have property ~. Hence there exist two 
graphs Gj, Gk C (GI . . . . .  G,)  and two vertices say, yp, yq C V which belong to the same 
colour class in Gj and to the different colour classes in Gk. It is equivalent o exist- 
ence of a path P((xj, yp), (xj, yq)) of even length and a path P((xk, yp), (xk, yq)) of odd 
length in H x (G~ . . . . .  G,). Consequently, there is a cycle C = P((xj, yp),(xj, yq) )+ 
P((xj, yq ), (Xk, yq ))+P((Xk, yq ), (Xk, yp ))+P((xk, yp ), (Xj, yp )) of odd length. This means 
that H × (G1 . . . . .  G,) is not bipartite. Assume that GI . . . . .  Gn, H are bipartite and 
the sequence (G1 . . . . .  Gn) has property ct. By Remark and without loss of generality 
V = Vj U V2, and V(H)  = U1 U U2 are bipartitions of Gi and H,  respectively. So, 
(UI × VI (--J U2 × V2) t.-J (UI)< V2 [.-J U2 )< V1) is a bipartition of V(H x (G1 . . . . .  G,))  and 
this completes the proof. [] 
2. Main result 
Let GI . . . . .  G~, H be simple connected graphs with V(H)  = {Xl . . . . .  Xn}, V(Gi) = 
V = {Yl . . . . .  Ym}, for n, m~>2, i = 1 . . . . .  n. 
Theorem 1. H x (G1 . . . . .  G~) is strongly perfect i f  and only / fH  x (G1 . . . . .  G,) is 
bipartite. 
Proof. Put G = H x (G1 . . . . .  Gn), for the convenience. I f G is bipartite, then according 
to Proposition 1, G is strongly perfect. Suppose that G is strongly perfect. By the defi- 
nition of G all graphs GI . . . . .  Gn, H are its induced subgraphs. Further, by Proposition 
3 graphs GI . . . . .  Gn, H are strongly perfect and by Proposition 2 they do not contain 
C2k+l , k>~2, meant as induced subgraphs. To prove that graphs G1 . . . . .  Gn, H are 
bipartite it suffices to show that none of them has C3 as an induced subgraph. First, 
assume that there exists a graph Gi which contains C3 including vertices yp, yq, Yr. By 
connectivity of the graph H,  there exists an edge [xi,xj] E E (H)  and this leads to a 
situation in G illustrated in Fig. 2. 
Note that for the simplicity we put At = (xt, yp ), Bt = (xt, yq ) and Mt = (xt, Yr ), for 
t = i,j. Consider all possibilities of existence of the shortest paths including vertices 
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A j, Bj and Mj in the induced subgraph Gj of G. Let Fj be the first common vertex 
of a path P(Bj,Aj) E ~(Bj,Aj) and a path P(Mj,Aj) E ~(Mj,Aj). Without loss of gen- 
erality P(Bj,Aj) = P(Bj,Fj) + P(Fj,Aj) and P(Mj,Aj) = P(Mj,Fj) + P(Fj,Aj), where 
P(Fj, A j) C ~(Fj,  Aj). Let Ej be the last common vertex of a path P(Bj, Mj) E ~(Bj, Mj) 
and the path P(Bj, Fj). Finally,/)1. will be the last common vertex of the path P(Bj, Mj) 
and the path P(Fi,Mj)E ~(Fj,Mj) inverse to the path P(Mj,Fj). Again without loss 
of generality P(Bj, Mj ) = P(Bj, Ej) + P(Ej, Dj) + P(Dj, Mj), P(Bj, Fj) = P(Bj, E j) + 
P(Ej, Fj) and P(Fj, Mj) = P(Fj, D j) + P(Ds, Mj), where P(Bj, Ej) E ~(Bj, E j) and 
P(Dj, Mj) E ~(Dj, Mj). By Corollary, paths P(Aj, B j), P(Aj, Mj) and P(Bj, Mj) have 
to be of odd lengths. Moreover, since the induced subgraph Gj is strongly perfect, then 
the cycle C = P(Dj, Ej) + P(Ej, Fj) + P(Fj, Dj) has to be of even length or C -- C3 
in induced subgraph Gj. Observe that 
P(Aj, Bi) = P(Aj,Fj) + P(Fj,Ej) + P(Ej,Bj), 
P(Aj, Mj ) = P(Aj, Fj ) + P(Fj, D j) + P(Dj, Mj ), 
P(Bj, Mj ) = P(Bj,Ej ) + P(Ej,Dj ) + P(Dj, Mj ) 
and denote the lengths of paths P(Aj, Fj), P(Bj, Ej), P(Mj, D j), P(Dj, Ej), P(Ej, Fj), 
P(Fj, Dj) by a, b, c, d, e, f t> 0, respectively. From the above considerations we obtain 
(1 )a+e+b=2k l -1 ,  
(2) a+f+c=2k2-  1, 
(3) b+d +c=2k3-1 ,  
(4.1) d+e+f=2k4-2  or 
(4.2) d =e =f= 1 with ki~>l for i=  1,2,3,4. 
It turns out the equality in (4.1) does not hold because subtracting the equality (2) 
from the equality (1) and (4.1) from (3) we obtain b - c + e - f = 2kl - 2k2 and 
b+c-e - f  = 2k3-2k4+l .  This gives together b - f  = k l -k2+k3-k4+ ½, 
a contradiction since b, f are integers /> 0. Hence, taking d = e = f = 1, we calculate 
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that a = kl + k2 - k3 - 1, b = kl - k2 + k3 - 1, c = -k l  + k2 + k3 - 1 and observe that 
a, b and c have the same parity. Thus, there are two cases to consider 
(i) a, b and c are odd or 
(ii) a,b and c are even. 
Case (i): I f  a, b and c are odd, then this means that paths P(Aj,Fj), P(Bj,Ej) and 
P(Mj,Dj) are of odd lengths, see Fig. 3. 
Since P(MjFj) = P(Mj,Dj)+ (Dj,Fj) is of  even length, then by Corollary the 
path P(Mi, Fi) E ~(Mi, Fi) also is of even length. I f  Bi q P(Mi, Fi), then P(Bi, Fi) = 
(Bi,Mi) + P(Mi,Fi) is of  odd parity where P(Bi,Fi) C ~(Bi,Fi) and P(Bj,Fj) = 
P(Bj,Ej) + (Ej,Fj) is of  even parity, a contradiction with strong perfectness of G by 
Corollary. I fBi  E P( Mi, Fi ), then [ Bi, Mi ] E P( Mi, Fi ) and P( Bi, Fi ) = P( Mi, Fi ) - (  Mi, Bi ) 
is of  odd length. So, we also have the contradiction as above. 
Case (ii): Assume that paths P(Mj,Dj) E ~(Mj,Dj), P(Bj,Ej) E ~(Bj,Ej) and 
P(Aj,Fj) E ~(Aj,F)) are of even lengths >1 0. Let Go be a subgraph of G induced 
by the set of all vertices of paths P(Mi,Dj) = (Mi,Mj) + P(Mj,Dj), P(Bi, Ej) = 
(Bi,Bj) + P(Bj,Ej) and P(Ai,Fj) = (Ai,Aj) + P(Aj,Fj) - see Fig. 4. 
Since G is strongly perfect, Go also is strongly perfect. Let So C V(Go) be strong. 
This means that So is a stable set of Go and it meets every maximal clique of Go, Note 
that the maximal cliques of Go are sets {Ai, Bi,M~}, {Dj,Ej, Fj} and sets having two 
vertices which generate dges from above-mentioned paths. Without loss of generality 
assume that Mi ESo. Evidently, Ai,Bi ~ So. Since {Bi,Bj} is a maximal clique, it must 
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be Bj E So and further Ej E So by the even parity of the path P(Bj, Ej) and from the 
definition of a strong set. This implies that Fj ~ So. If Aj = Fy (it is equivalent to 
c = 0), then So n {Ai,Fj} = 0. This contradicts the fact that So is strong. If Aj # Fj, 
then Aj E So since {Ai,Aj} is a maximal clique of Go. Also Fj E So by the even parity 
of the path P(Aj, Fj), a contradiction. 
Finally, from our considerations it follows that C3 cannot be an induced subgraph 
of Gi. So, Gi is bipartite for every i = 1 . . . . .  n. Assume that H has C3 which contains 
vertices, say x~,xj and xk, see Fig. 5. 
By connectivity of Gi, there exists an edge, say [yp, yq] E E(Gi) and further [(xi, yp), 
(xi, yq)] E E(G). For the convenience we put At = (xt, yp) and Bt = (xt, yq), for t = i,j. 
Generally, we will consider the only shortest paths between vertices in G. It is easy to 
see that paths P(Ay,Bj) E ~(Aj,Bj) and P(Ak,Bk) E ~(Ak,Bk) must be of odd lengths 
in induced subgraphs Gj and Gk of G, respectively. If [Ay,Bj], [Ak,Bk] E E(G), then G 
has C6 as an induced subgraph what is a contradiction with strong perfectness of G 
by Proposition 2. 
If [Ak,Bk] q E(G), then by connectivity of the induced subgraph Gk there exists 
a path P(Ak,Bk) E ;~(Ak,Bk), say ( . )  P(Ak,B~) = P(Ak,Mk)+ P(Mk,Bk), where 
P(Ak,Mk) E ~(Ak,Mk) and P(Mk,Bk) E ~(Mk,Bk). Assuming that Mk,Mj are VSF 
in G we have the following possibilities in the induced subgraph Gj 
(a) P(Bj,Mj)E ~(Bj,Mj) does not contain Aj or 
(b) P(By,Mj) = P(By,Ay) + P(Ay,My), where P(Bj,Ay) is inverse to P(Ay, By) and 
P(A./,Mj) E :SJ(Aj,Mj). 
Case (a): By Lemma 1 paths P(Bk,Mk) and P(Bj,Mj) are of the same parity and 
P(Ak,Bk) must be of odd length. Consequently, by ( . )  paths P(Ak,Mk) and P(Mk,Bk) 
have different parity. Hence P(Ak,Mk) and P(M/,Bj) also have different parity. This 
gives a forbidden cycle in G by Lemma 2. 
Case (b): The paths P(Aj,Mj) and P(Ak,Mk) must be of the same parity by 
Lemma 1. Evidently, paths P(Bj,Mj) and P(Aj,Mj) are of different parity because 
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P(Bj,Aj) is of odd length. Hence P(Bk,Mk) and P(Aj,Mj) also are of different parity 
what leads to a forbidden cycle in G by Lemma 2. 
If [Aj,Bj] q[ E(G), then we prove in the similar way. 
Finally from our considerations it follows that C3 is not induced subgraph of H. So, 
we proved that all graphs G1 .. . . .  Go and H are bipartite. 
Since G is strongly perfect, from Corollary it follows immediately that the sequence 
(G1 . . . . .  Gn) has property ~. Thus, by Lemma 3 we obtain that G - -H  × (G1 ... . .  Gn) 
is bipartite and this completes the proof. 
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